LARGE SQUARE BALE
HD4SR AND 12SR BALE SKOOP
Specifications and Options
PICKER/STACKER

HD4SR
Model

HD4SR

Bale Length

6.5 ft - 8.5 ft (2 - 2.6 m)

6.5 ft -

Loader Lift Capacity

3,000 lbs (1,361 kg)

3,000

Load Capacity - Maximum

9,000 lbs (4,082 kg)

14,000

Road-Siding Capacity

40-60 tons/hour (36-54 tonnes)

Tires

2 - High Floatation - 600/50-22.5 16 ply

Weight - Stacker Empty
Tongue Weight Empty

7,600

800 lbs (363 kg)

800

1,300 lbs (590 12SR
kg)

1,30

Length
Bale Lengthfor Shipping
Loader Lift Capacity

27 ft 10 in 6.5
(8.49
ft - 8.5m)
ft (2 - 2.6 m)

27 ft

Specifications and Options

HD4SR
6.5 ft - 8.5 ft (2 - 2.6 m)

Overall
Width
Load Capacity - Maximum

3,000 lbs (1,361 kg)

TRoad-Siding
ransportCapacity
Height

40-60 tons/hour (36-54 tonnes)

Weight - Stacker Empty

7,000 lbs (3175 kg)

3,000 lbs (1,361 kg)

11 ft (3.35
m)
14,000 lbs (6,350 kg)

9,000 lbs (4,082 kg)

40-60 tons/hour (36-54 tonnes)

Tires
- High Floatation - 600/50-22.5 16 ply
Empty
with loader sitting on2 hitch

Length for Shipping
Transport Height

Empty with loader sitting on hitch

- Hydraulic

Minimum height of building for
stacking inside
Tractor - Horsepower

Bale Size - 2.5’ x 4’ Dry
- Hydraulic

- 3' x 3' Dry

Bale Size - 2.5’ x 4’ Dry

27 ft 10 in (8.49 m)
11 ft (3.35 m)

20 gpm (76 l/m)
at 2250 psi (15,500 kPa)
with 3 control valves

** - 4' x 4' Dry

4 - On or Off Strings

27 ft 10 in (8.49 m)

125 HP (92 kw) Minimum
11 ft (3.35 m)

125 HP (92 kw) Minimum

6 - On Strings

** - 4' x 4' Dry

1,300 lbs (590 kg)

19 ft (5.79 m)

* - 3' x 4' Dry

- 3' x 3' Dry

* - 3' x 4' Dry

19 ft (5.79800
m)lbs (363 kg)

8’ 6” (2.59 m)

7 - On Strings

8’ 6”
(2.59
m) - 600/50-22.5 16 ply
2 - High
Floatation

11
8’

7,600 lbs (3447 kg)

Minimum
of building for
Tongue Weight height
Empty
800 lbs (363 kg)
Tongue
Weight
Loaded
1,300 lbs (590 kg)
stacking inside
TOverall
ractor
- Horsepower
Width

2 - High Floata

7,000 lbs (3175 kg)

HD4SR AND 12SR BALE SKOOP

Tongue Model
Weight Loaded

40-60 tons/

20 gpm (76 8’l/m)
6” (2.59 m)
at 2250 psi (15,500
kPa)
19 ft (5.79 m)
with 3 control valves

125 HP (92 kw) Minimum

19
125 HP

20
at 2250
with 3

20 gpm (76 l/m)
7 - On Strings

-

at 2250 psi (15,500 kPa)
with 3 control valves
-

6 - On Strings
12 - On Strings
4 - On or Off Strings

6 - On Strings

4 - On or Off Strings

12

6-

4 - On

** IfIfyou
you
are togoing
3x4with
orthe
4x12SR
4 dry
bales
with
the 12SR
model
- turning
you need to disengage the
are going
pick up to
3x4pick
or 4x 4up
dry bales
model
- you need
to disengage
the Grab
Hooks by
valve #5 in 2 turns. Also, watch for the long alignment arms so they don’t hit the stack as they will stick out longer than the
valve
#5
in
2
turns.
Also,
watch
for
the
long
alignment
arms
so
they
don’t
hit the stack as they will s
bale. You want to open the alignment arms prior to backing into the stack so you don’t knock the stack.
bale.
You want to open the alignment arms prior to backing into the stack so you don’t knock the st
** If you are picking up only the 4x4 bales then you need to do the above - as well as remove the Bed Extensions by pulling out
the pins, turn the bed extensions around, place the bed extensions in the storage position on the bed, and replace the pins.

** If you are picking up only the 4x4 bales then you need to do the above - as well as remove the Bed
the pins, turn the bed extensions around, place the bed extensions in the storage position on the bed,

